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A federal institute



Research is mostly 
bottom-up

at CERN where l’INFN  provides innovative technologies and has 
a clear leadership in  the experiments 

at LNGS , the largest underground lab un the world 

at EGO-Virgo where Gravitational Waves are studied 

with KM3Net in the depth of  Mediterranean Sea, offshore of 
Capo Passero where  the neutrinos of the highest energies 
produced from the violent Universe will be intercepted   

and in many other labs   (in USA, in Japan, in China, in 
Argentina……)



priorities 
Higgs boson properties 

Searching for what we do not know what it is 
although we know (?!) that exists 

Majorana neutrinos 

Using GW both for studying the Cosmo and for 
Nuclear Physics 

Multi Messenger Astronomy 



up in the sky, down in the earth, in the depth of 
the sea, in the most remote area of the planet

LNGS

ISS

Capo Passero
Canarie

Patagonia



following the success of 2012 

Higgs

Fabiola Gianotti  
CERN DG



is that the end of history ?

(fortunately) NOT 

why Higgs boson has such a border line mass ?  

what is the reason for the our very existence (how 
antimatter has disappeared ?) 

what is the Dark Matter ? And how can we 
(eventually)  observe it



stable-metastable-unstable



not irrelevant (?!)

sooner or  (much) later in the vacuum will fall



ATLAS and CMS at LHC 



nice picture, inspired by the most 
perverse game of the human kind but ….?

1/1000000000

need an answer !



LHCb at LHC  
and  

BelleII at KEK-B

Flavour Physics is still an amazing mistery



New accelerators ?  
Yes indeed

look for innovative solutions, new 
technologies, new concepts  

brute force is not intellectually 
challenging 



shorter is better 
(if it works !)





EuPRAXIA@SPARC_LAB



and the idea of a muon collider 
without the muon cooling

we need another collider in the future   

a) to study the Higgs coupling (solid argument) 

b) to explore the multi-TeV region (never know !) 

try not to use brute force, make experimentalists 
happy (no background) and accelerator 
community excited (something new)



Higgs coupling

no space for new idea, need it soon 

CEPC is the perfect machine for this scope. ILC 
is second and HL-LHC third. However HL-LHC 
we (will) have it, the others who knows ! 

Producing Higgs in s-channel would be great but 
you cannot  be competitive in terms of yield.



but…at high energy…

the tunnel 
would already 

exist !



LEMS



if….

if could be done 

it would be a great machine 

saving space and money  

producing clean physics  

and a great intellectual challenge to demonstrate



Looking for Dark Matter



LNGS

The lab where we study (surprisingly for many) the life 
of the stars from birth to death 

A leading lab for Dark Matter searches 

A leading lab for testing Majorana neutrino hypothesis 



A lab in a National Park



3 exp halls   ~100 x 20 m2 (h 20 m) Muon Flux

3.0 10-4  µ m-2 s-1

Neutron Flux
2.92 10-6 n cm-2 s-1 (0-1 keV)
0.86 10-6 n cm-2 s-1 (> 1 keV) 

with a 108 reduction wrt. surface

Depth: 1400 m 
Surface: 17800 m2 
Volume: 180000 m3 
Access: horizontal 



An international lab

ITALY
USA
GERMANY
RUSSIA
FRANCE
SWITZERLAND
UKRAINE
SPAIN
AUSTRIA
CHINA
UK
POLAND
NEDERLANDS
ISRAEL
ROMANIA
PORTUGAL
SWEDEN
HU
BRAZIL
UAE
BELGIUM
INDIA
CROATIA
CRETE
CANADA

TOTAL USERS: N. 981 
ITALIAN USERS: N. 417 
FOREIGN USERS: N. 564 



A leader experiment 
Xenon1Ton



The XENON world record 



with the mistery of 
DAMA/LIBRA



well, I can’t understand

XENON/LUX
XENON/LUX

DAMA/LIBRA DAMA/LIBRA

regione proibita

regione permessa



Dark Side@LNGS

The Argon Way



a daring enterprise
39Ar is radioactive, it has to be eliminated 
It is created in the atmosphere by cosmic rays 
interactions 
First remedy is to extract the Ar from a mine 

Second step is  
distillation  

How ? Where ?



Aria@Sulcis

The shaft of a coal mine 
that is being shut down 
and needs reconversion

of activity


In Sardinia.



Separation by  
cryo-distillation



It has even interesting  
by-products !

it works better for lighter elements 

18O  (H218O for the production of 18F for PET) 

13C   (breath test, NMR) 

15N  (several possibilities)



Argon is worth to pursue
Zero background !

Low masses

ν floor



WHAT IS A NEUTRINO ?



THE PHYSICS IN SHORT



GERDA

!39



THE BEST RESULT IN TOWN



CUORE

Searching for neutrinoless double beta 

decay of 130Te

Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare Events

200 Kg  
130Te

Cryogenic Underground Observatory for Rare 
Events 
•  988 TeO2 crystals run as a bolometer array 

–  5x5x5 cm3 crystal, 750 g each 
–  19 Towers; 13 floors; 4 modules per floor 
–  741 kg total; 206 kg 130Te 
–  1027 130Te nuclei 

•  Excellent energy resolution of bolometers 
•  New pulse tube dilution refrigerator and 

cryostat  
•  Radio-pure material and clean assembly to 

achieve low background at ROI  

CUORE 

2!"" 

0!"" 

TAUP Asilomar, Sept 11 2013 2 Ke Han (Berkeley Lab) for CUORE 

Need α rejection !



CUPID



Gravitational Waves

VIRGO@Cascina











A two-fold future 
Land and Space

Einstein Telescope





and LISA



Warning

ET and LISA will do two different things. 

Their sensitivity in frequency will not overlap. 

Both will be required to unravel the Universe 
hidden beauty.



the frequency spectrum



LISA has been demonstrated



Multimessenger Astronomy 
has become a reality





KM3Net 
Mediterranean Sea  

is a nice complement to South Pole



offshore of Capo Passero

a 3500m 



also….
Nature (2009)

Adult males

Females or 
young males

Youngs

Due balene !



Conclusions

We have enough people to do a lot of things 

More money would be welcome 

We have priorities 

We give a lot of attention to applications in 
several fields 


